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The presence of fifteen Mongolic or Tungusic languages in the center of Kyushu

would be a major element in appreciating the history of the Far-East. No such langu

ages have been found, but the Malay peninsula presents a case of this sort: there are

fifteen Mon-Khmer languages spoken today in a region which is a part of the Austro

nesian (Malayo-Polynesian) language and culture area. The historical implications

of this fact are still a complete mystery.

The structure and relationships of some of these Aslian languages have become

a little clearer in recent years (Benjamin 1973a, b; Diffioth 1968, 1973b, 1975) but

we still know very little about the history of the societies where they are used. There

are several reasons for this: the usual methods of document-based history cannot apply

to these non-literate cultures, archeologists have not been able to assign their finds to

the ancestors of present-day populations, and anthropologists tend to be historically

shy, perhaps for lack of a sound method.

There is, however, a historical approach for which we have an endless supply of

documentation: the linguistic comparative method. Admittedly, it has its limitations:

for instance, it usually does not provide us with an absolute but only a relative chronol

ogy; moreover it is most rigourous in areas like phonology which have but little intel

lectual content, and becomes more hazardous in the areas of syntax and semantics

which the historian of ideas is more interested in.

And yet, it also has clear advantages: language change being mostly unconscious,

linguistic history is not the victim of systematic distortions and propaganda as document

based history often is. Over archeology, historical linguistics has the great advantage

of penetrating the more mental areas of culture and not simply the remaining material

traces of human thought.

It is in this context that the history of Semai vowels which I propose here should

be viewed: certainly not as an end in itself but as a beginning; after all, being able to

find the exact position of someone's tongue several centuries ago is a kind of small feat,

but hardly a necessity. However, historical phonology is irreplaceable because it gives

us a solid chronological frame upon which we can build the history of morphology, of

syntax and, last but not least, of semantics, i.e. etymology in the wider sense. Histori

cal phonology is to the etymologist what dating is to the document-historian. The
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present paper can serve as a backbone {()r Aslian etymology, one step towards a history

of Mon-Khmer civilization.

* * *
The Semai language belongs, historically, to the Senoic branch of Aslian (Benjamin

1973a, Diffioth 1975). Senoic is one of the three branches of Mon-Khmer languages

spoken in Malaysia today; and Mon-Khmer is one of the two divisions of the Austro

asiatic stock, the other being Munda. In terms of number of speakers, Semai, spoken

by over 16,000 people, is the most important of the Aslian languages. Some Semais

live in settled villages in the lowlands of Perak, but the majority are hill dwellers in the

highlands of Perak and Pahang, practicing slash and burn agriculture; they also spend

much time hunting, fishing and gathering wild plants, fruits and tubers. There are

even some quasi-nomadic individuals and families. The linguistic situation is even

more diversified; practically every river and stream has its own dialect, depending of

course on what we mean by "dialect". Semais from different settlements may have

difficulties in communicating, and the difference between the most distant dialects

amounts to a language barrier. No dialect of Semai has ever been described linguisti

cally except in my own work.

Over a period of nine years l ) I have discussed with Semai speakers from 117 set

tlements, scattered in the entire Semai speaking area; some very briefly, others for many

months, depending on the circumstances. No two villages are identical. Some only

differ in the choice of certain words, while others differ in more systematic ways, for

example in their phonological systems. It is these systematic differences which are

historically significant because they disrupt communication far more than mere vocabu

lary differences. If we consider as one "dialect" all the speech forms among which no

systematic differences exist (or have been found so far), we can regroup the 117 settle

ments into 42 dialect areas, quite a large number considering the total population; and

this is not a complete coverage of Semai society. I have mapped and compared these

42 dialects and gained a picture of the linguistic system, called Proto-Semai (PS), from

which they all historically descend. This, and a comparison of Semai with its relatives:

Temiar, Lanoh and Semnam, and then with Jah-Hut and other Aslian languages,

have produced a much sharper picture of Proto-Semai than I had in 1968.

Most of the sound changes which have taken place between Proto-Semai and the

present systems have affected the Major Vowels.2) I will now enumerate the Proto-

1) Acknowledgements to the National Science Foundation for supporting my field work in Malaysia have

been made elsewhere (Diffioth, 1975, in press); here, I wish to thank the Center for Southeast Asian

Studies for its kind invitation, and for giving me ample free time and encouragement to write up this

portion of my research and to pursue my interest in other branches of the Mon-Khmer family.

2) In Mon-Khmer linguistic terminology a Major Vowel is the vowel found in the last syllable of a word.
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Semai Major Vowels, then give the correspondences to modern dialects and finally

show the probable paths of development from the Proto-Semai system to those of fifteen

modern Semai dialects3) chosen f()1' their diversity or their relevance.

The Correspondences

I) Long Vowels

Semai, like most other ~10n-Khmer languages, makes an essential distinction

between long and short vowels. To the outsider's ear, the long vowels do not seem

especially drawn out as they are, for example in Tamil. Phonetically speaking, it is

the Semai short vowels which are extra-short, while the "long" vowels are neutral,

not elongated. A precise phonetic notation should mark short vowels with a '" diacritic,

but for ease of writing, I prefer to note "long" vowels with a double graphic sign:

/aa/ for [a], and the extra-short vowels wit h a single sign: /a/ for [a]. There may

also be some systemic justification for noting "long" vowels as consisting of two seg

ments, but this claim will not be defended here.

Semai words containing a long Major Vowel arc more than twice as numerous

as words with short Major Vowels; this is the result of two factors:

I) the inventory of long vowels is nearly twice as large as that of short vowels,

2) for every long/short pair of vowels there are more words having the long than the

short vowel. The wealth and variety of the examples given here will reflect this im

balance.

Proto-Semai Long Vowels

Diphthong:
*i;)

Fronl

*ee
*£e

Ccntral

(*AA)
*aa

Unrounded
-- ,._._,..,-

Rounded

*00

*::>::>

Of these, the most stable, historically, are: *ii, *ee, *aa, *;:>;:>, * uu. Those five form

3) Semai is spoken in an area overlapping the states ofPerak and Pahang, in a triangle between the towns

of Ipoh (Perak), Selim River (Pcrak) and Kuala Lipis (Pahang).

(NE) =, North Eastern Semai is located on the middle course of the Telom River (Pahang), between the

conf1uents of the Tclom with Sungai Bertam (teew blt::>p) and Sungai Sua (teew swaar).
(C\V t ) Central-vVest Semai f is in the lower part of the Sungai Batang Padang (t;:);:)w g::>::>I) basin, for

example at kg. Batu Tiga (batuu? tigeeh), Sungai Landor (t;};:)w Ian::>::>r) and others (Perak).

(C\) = Central Semai t is at the village of to? mandii? in the Bidor valley (Perak). The geography of

Semai dialects deserves a separate publication. The capital letters used here correspond to those in
Diffioth (1968) in the following way: W=PER; NW and CW=KAM; N=BOH; E and SE=LIP
they are identical to those in Diffloth (1976) and (in press) except for N==CNE, S=SW, Cfc=CSW,
(~W=CN\V, CW1 SNW.
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the "outer frame" of the vowel system, which remained less affected by change than

the other, "inner" vowels. Even then, only Proto-Semai *ii and *uu have been trans

mitted to the present day without any change in any dialect.

(1) PS *baliigIJ

(2) PS *tawiigIJ

(3) PS *knriit

(4) PS *hiidn

(5) PS *ciip

(6) PS *bhiibm

(7) PS *liiw

(8) PS *gnsiir

(9) PS *cgiil

(10) PS *jiis

(11 ) PS *gii?

a)

1) *ii and *uu: the old bastion

*ii

Proto-Semai *ii corresponds to jiij in all dialects, in all positions:

"sky" = (N) : jbaliikj, (NE): jbaliikIJj.

"spider" = (W): jtawiikj, (NE) :jtawiikIJj.

"forearm" = (W, NW, N) :jkIJriitj, (NE, E, C) :jknriitj.

"to grow taller" = (NW, N, W, C) :jhiitj, (E, NE) :jhii"nj.

"to walk, to go" = (all) : jciipj.

"blood" = (W, NW, N, CW, C, S): jbhiipj, (NE, E): jbhiipmj,

(SE) : /bhiibmj.

"to last 10ng"=(W, NW, S, N): /liiw/.

"husband" = (NE, S) : /gnsiir/, (NW): /gIJsiir/, (CW, W): jIJIJsiirj,

(C) : jIJnsiir j.

"uncomfortable" = (W, NW, N, C): /cgiilj.

"daytime"=(W, NW, S): /jiis/, (NW): also/jiih/.

"to cut a tree"=(W, C, S, NW): /gii?/.

No case of Proto-Semai *ii has been found beforc the final palatals: *-c, *-(j)J1,

*-y; this is one of the many dissimilatory patterns found in Semai; more surprising

is the absence of words ending in *-iik, although words in *-ii(g)IJ are common.

Regarding the consonants preceding *-ii-, only *y- seems to be excluded: there

are no words with a *yii initial or medial sequence, even though the sequence *yi is

found, as we shall se below. The large quantity of data I collected (around 25,000

vocabulary entries) and the obvious phonetic relevance of these patterns suggest that

the gaps are not accidental but systematic.

b) *uu

Proto-Semai *uu also corresponds to /uu/ in all dialects and all positions:

(12) PS *dkuuk "helmeted hornbill, Rhinoplax vigil"=(W, NW, C, SE):

/dkuuk/.

(13) PS *kbuugIJ "a short snake sp., python curtus"=(NW, N): /kbuuk/, (E):

/kbuukIJ/, (SE): /kbuugIJ/.

(14) PS *huuc "to climb"=(W, NW, C, N, NE, E, SE): /huuc/.

(15) PS *bkuujJ1 "to get up suddenly" = (C) : /bkuuc/, (NE): /kuu"J1/, (SE):

/bkuuJJ1/.

(16) PS *bahuut "voracious" = (NW, CW, C, N, NE, E, SE): jbahuut/.
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( 17) PS *luudn

( 18) PS *tuup

(19) PS *cduubm

(20) PS *kuur

(21 ) PS *guul

(22) PS *kuus

(23) PS *kuuy

(24) PS *luuh

(25) PS *cruu?

"to have a bump (on body)" = (NW, C): /luut/, (SE): /luudnf.

"to spill (liquid)" = (W, NW, CW, C, NE): /tuup/.

"to carry (embraced)"=(W, CW, N, C) :/cduup/, (E): /cduuPm/.

"to beat bark (into bark-cloth)" = (N, C) :/kuur/.

"mortar" = (W, N, NW, CW, C): /guul/.

"Malayan porcupine, hystrix brachyura"=(W, NW, CW,

NE) : /kuus/.

"head"=(all dials.): /kuuy/.

"to raid" = (C): /luuh/.

"sleeping mat"=(W, NW, N, C, S)"/cruu?/.

No cases of *-uuw have been found for Proto-Semai. But this sound sequence

is not impossible: some dialects have it as a result of certain sound changes4)

Just as in the case of *-yii- and *-yi-, there are no Proto-Semai words containing

the sequence *wuu even though PS *-wu- does exist.

2) *aa: the base

*cttaat

PS

PS *paap

PS *laac

PS *taajJl

PS

(33)

(32)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(31 )

(30)

Proto-Semai *aa is almost as stable as *ii and *uu: it remains /aa/ in all dialects,

except in (NW) where it becomes a back 100/. This phonetic adjustment, by itself,

docs not affect the system of NW vowels, but it is part of a larger chain reaction to be

described below. The *aa vowel was already stable before Proto-Semai times; in fact,

it goes back to Proto-Mon-Khmer *aa without any modification.

(26) PS *lntaak "tonguc" = (W, N, NE, E, SE, C, SC, S): Ilntaak/, (NW, CW):

/lntook/.

"bone" =--= (W, N, C, SC, S): /j?aak/, (NW, CW): /pook/, (NE,

E): IPaaklJ/, (SE): /j?aaglJ/.

"bald"=(W, N, C, E): /laac/, (NW): Ilooc/.

"to plait" = (W, N, C, SC, S): Itaac/, (E): ItaacJl/, (NW):

/tooc/·
"to be stuck, glued5)" = (W, C, E): Icttaat/, [cdttat], (N):

/c?taatl [cd?tat], (NW): /c?tootl [cd?t6t].

"to braid (hair)"=(W, N): Idaat/, (E): Idaatn/, (SE): Idaadn/,

(NW) : Idoot/.
"to warm (self) ncar fire" =-= (W, N, E, C): Ipaap/, (NE):

Ibrpaap/, (S): Ippaap/[pdpap], (NW): Ibrpoop/.

"to weep" = (W, N, C,): /.jaap/, (NW): /joop/, (E): Ijaapm/,

4) /ti]1uuw/ "to see from far" (one dialect in (N) area) a borrowing from Malay: tinjau.

5) This is a fossilized verb form containing a -t- infix which is a copy of the final consonant -to See Diffioth

(1972). Many other such forms will be found in the examples given here.
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(SE) :/jnjaabm/, (S): jjr~jaap/.

(34) PS *bnsaaw "wife's elder brother"=(ej, NE): /mnsaaw/, (N): jmIJsaaw/,

(NW): /bIJsaaw/.

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

PS *j?aar

PS *glpaal

PS *?aas

PS *subaay

PS *maall

PS *kaa?

"thunderstorm"=(C, N, SE): /j?aar/, (N\V):jj?aar/.

"shoulder" = (W, N, C, SC, S, E): jglpaalj, (NW): /glpaalj.

"shy, reluctant"=(W, N, C): j?aas/, (NW): /?aas/.

"cooked greens":c=(W, N): /subaay/, (NW): jsubaay/.

"what?"== (W, N, NE, C): /maahj, (NE): jmaahj.

"t!sh"=,(W, N, NE, C): jkaa?j, (NW): jkaa?j, (E): /ka?/.

There seem to be no restrictions on the occurence of Proto-Semai *aa with either

preceding consonants or finals.

3) _~!J1c CE~)~Qcc:lJ2<l_(:1<-~_*unLl_, __~~~~ *(~~?,_~_J;)

Five back vowels (including *uu) are difficult to keep apart: there \\lill be pressure

011 some or tllem to merge or leave the area. Both of' these solutions were adopted in

different Semai dialects: in the North-East the proto-vowel *00 moved towards the

center, while in all other dialects *b"ts and *mm merged. In both cases, it is the mid

high vowels, *00 and *tsts which proved to be the weak point in the system.

a) *00

Proto Semai *00 has become a celltralised diphthong in the NE: bef()re final

*_? and *-h it retained part of its former back-rounded quality and gave -;:)I)? and

-;:)1..1h sequences. (see exx. 54, .')5); bcl()l'c other t!nals thc rounding was lost, producing

a -;:)~- diphthong. The NE area is not uniform, even though it is small in acreage

and population: in some settlements final -h after the -;:)\)- diphthong became rounded,

giving rise to a bilabial voiceless fricative [-$] (see ex. 54). In other places, -;:)1.1$ went

to -;:)~(fJ, but stopped short of giving [(fJ] phonemic status. These changes can be very

simply described if we allow phonetic features to overlap segment boundaries: the

feature of lip-rounding has simply moved forward, leaving the initial part of the vowel

unrounded;

Proto-Semai: o o h

early NE Semai:

, ' +'R
:--~It-:----r----1

Nevertheless, the sound 1J is almost unknown in South East Asian languages, especial-
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ly as a word final consonant. Besides certain NE Semai settlements, it is also found

in Lanoh and Bateg. Since Lanoh, a Senoic language, contains numerous North

Aslian ("Semang", "Negri to") elements, and since the NE dialect of Semai is the closest,

geographically, to the Bateg (North Aslian) area, we may assume that this unusual

-f/J is of North Aslian origin, by diffusion or substratum.

There are other settlements in the NE Semai area (indicated here as: NEz) where

the reflexes of Proto-Semai *00 went one step further towards the center and became

/dd/, merging with the reflex of Proto-Semai *UIUI.

In all other Semai dialects, besides (NE), the proto-vowel *00 is normally preserved.

The southern dialect (S) has /00/ except before final Alveolars (*-t, *_dn, -*1', -*1, -*s)

and Palatals (*-c, *_Jj1, -*y) where we find /waa/; see exx. (46, 50, 51, 53). Some

settlements in the NC area (designated: NC1) have merged *00 with *;x) in all positions;

this is part of the chain reaction already mentioned, and explained below.

(41 ) PS *prook

(42) PS *plooglJ

(43) PS *kooc

(44) PS *lckooc

(45 ) PS *sj1r<)()Jj1

(46) PS *soot

(47) PS *cloodn

(48) PS *roop

(49) PS *coobm

(50) PS *krdoor

(51 ) PS *hool

(52) PS *doos

(53) PS *bkooy

"rodent (general term)"=(W, NW, N, C, E, SE): Iprook/,

(NE) :!prdwk/, (NEz) :/prddk/.

"atap-roof" (NW, N, C, S): Iplook/, (E): Iplooko/, (NE):

1pldlJlko/·

"to dig (the ground with hand)"=(W, NW, N, C, E): /kooc/,

(CW1) :/k~3C/, (S) : Ikwaac/.
"a wild ramlmtam sp., Nephclium glabrum" = (W, C, E):

Ilckooc/, (NW): /li?kooc/, (NEz): Ilckddc/.

"a tree w. small green berries, a river name" = (NW) : Isiuroocl

--/sorooc/, (C): Isnrooc/, (NW1): ISj1rooJpl.
"(river) to dry up"=-==(W, NW, N, C, E, SE): Isoot/, (S): Iswaat/.

"the back (of the body)" == (W, NW, N, C): Icloot/, (E):

Iclootn/, (NE): lc1dWtn/, (NEz) :/clddt/.
"to accompany, companion" = (N, C, E, SE): Iroop/, (NE):

Irdwp/·
"to dig (earth), to bury"=(W, NW, N, C, S): Icoop/, (E):

IcooPm/, (NEz): ICddP/.

"woman" = (W, NW, N, C, E, SE): Ikrdoor/, (S): Ikdwaar/,

(NEz) : IkrdddrI.

"come out, go out" == (W, NW, N, C): Ihool/, (CW1): /h~~l/,

(S) : Ihwaal/, (NEz): Ihddl/.

"to step carefully on sth."=(W, NW, N, C, E): Idoos/, (CW1):

Id~~s/, (S): Idwaasl, (NEz): IdddS/·

"an edible yam, Dioscorea alata" =, (W, NW): Ibkooy/, (S):

Ibkwaay/·
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(54) PS *bkooh

(55) PS *coo?

"shiny grcyish-whitc"=(W, NW, N, C, S): jbkoohj, (NE):

jbk;:l'...ldJj.

"dog" = (W, NW, N, S): jcoo?j, (C, E): jco?j, (NE): jC;:lI).?j.

Proto-Semai *00 does not occur before *-w, just as in the case of *uu, and is other

wise unrestricted by finals. Again like *uu, *00 does not seem to occur after *w-;

only one example has been found:

(56) PS (?) *wcwooc "avoidance name of the pangolin, Manis javanica" = (C) :
jwcwoocj, [from a verb *wooc "to coil"=(C):jwoocj
which may represent a dialect borrowing and not a direct
inheritance from Proto-Semai]

b) *b'b'

Proto-Semai *b'b' has merged with the reflexes of *ww in all Semai dialects except

(NE). When it merges, the exact phonetic value of the resulting vowel depends on

the dialect; in most places it has been centralized to [;:l]; in the NW it became [w], and

in C: [a]; only some settlements in the N area retain the original [b'] value, but none

of these contrast with the reflexes of *ww. In the (NE) dialect, *b'b' turns up as jooj.

In all likelyhood, *b'b' has simply been rounded to jool in (NE) aftcr the older *00 had

left thc place vacant by bccoming [;:l'...I] , [;:lTJ.I] and [;:l].

(57) PS *jb'b'k "to move house"=(W, N, C):!'jaakj, (NW): jjuHukj, (E):

(j;:l;:lkj, (NE): Ijook(.

(58) PS *pnlb'b'glJ "egg"=(W, N): (plJlaakj, (NW): (plJIUlUlkj, (C): jpnluakj, (S):

(plJl;:l;:lkj, (E): jpnl;:l;:lklJ(, (SE): (pnl;:l;:lglJ(, (NE): jpnlooklJ(, (NEz):

jpnlookj.

(59) PS *bb'b'c "to lick" = (W, C): jbuacj, (NW): jbwwcj, (E): jb;:l;:lcj, (NE):

(boocj.

(60) PS *kb'b'JJl "elder brother of parent, husband of elder sister of parent"

= (W, N, C): jkaac(, (S): jk;:l;:lc(, (E): jk;:l;:lcJlj, (SE): jk;:l;:lJJlj,

(NEz) : jkoocj.

(61) PS*bb'b't "to refuse (to do), to do reluctantly"=(C):jbaatj, (NW):

(bUlwtj, (SE): (b;:l;:lt(, (NE): (boot(.

(62) PS *bb'b'dn "medicinal leaves (used cercmonially, general tcrm)"==(W, N):

jbaut(, (NE): (bootnj, (NEz): jboot(.

(63) PS *lb'b'p "very large round rocks (usually in river bed)"=(E): jl;:l;:lpj,

(NW): jlwwpj, (NE): jloopj, (N) :jhmpj.

(64) PS *gb'b'm "to winnow vertically" = (W, N, C): jgaupj, (NW): jgUlWpj,

(E): jg;:l;:lJlmj, (SE): jg;:l;:lbmj, (NE): jgooJlmj, (NEz): jgoopj.
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(65) PS *jO'O'r

(66) PS *bO'O'I

(67) PS *pO'O'S

(68) PS *kO'O'y

(69) PS *btO'O'h

(70) PS *gtO'O'?

"(object) to fall"=(W, C): jjHHrj, (NW): jjrnrnrj, (E): jjaarj,

(NE) : jjoorj.

"intoxicated" = (W, N, C): /bHHlj, (NW): jbrnrnlj, (NE): jboolj.

"to sweep" = (W, N, C): jpHHSj, (NW): /prnrnsj, (S, E, SE):

jpaasj, (NE): jpoosj.

"to roast (in embers) sth. wrapped in leaves"=(W, C): jkHHyj,

(NW): jkrnrnyj, (CW): jkaayj, (NE): jkooyj.

"to go down river by raft" == (N) : jbtHHhj, (NE): jbtoohj.

"skin" = (W, N, C): jgtHH?(, (NW): jgtrnrn?j, (S): jgtad?j, (E):

jgta?j, (NE): jgtoo?j.

The shortening of the vowcl in (70), already noticed in (40) and (55) in the E dialect

and sometimes others will be accounted for in the section on short vowels.

All finals are found after *0'0'-, except *-w; all initials can occur before *-0'0', in

cluding *w-:

(71) PS *WO'O'y "mythical humans, with blade-sharp elbows" = (C): jWHHyj,

(NW) : jwrnrnyj, (NE): jwooyj.

As we noticed before, *uu and *00 cannot occur after *w-, therefore, *O'b" does not

have, in Proto-Semai, the distribution of a rounded vowel.

c) *rnrn

Proto-Semai *rnrn appcars as jrnrnj in the (NW) dialect but has been centralized

to jHHj in (C) and (N), and further opencd to jad/ in most othcr dialects. As already

mentioned, it has merged with the reflexes of *b"b" in all dialects except (NE). In the

(NE) dialect, it is usually centralized: jHlfj; for some speakers e.g. (NEz) it has merged

with the reflex of *00 into a central jadj.

(72) PS *rawrnrnc

(73) PS *blrnrnJJ1

(74) PS *sUlrnt

(75) PS *lrnwdn

(76) PS *crnrnp

(77) PS *prnrnbm

"carelessly" = (NE, C, N): jrawHHcj.

"(flame) to flare up"=(NE): jbIHHcJ1j, (E): jbladcJ1j, (W):

jblHHcj.

"wax"=(NW): jSUlrntj, (NEz, E): jSdatj.

"to stare" = (NW) : jlrnUltj, (N, C): jllflftj, (NEz, SC): jladtj,

(E): jlddtnj.

"to spread (intr.)" = (NW) : jcrnrnpj, (W, C): jCHHpj, (NEz,

CW, E): jCddpj.

"to grope" (NE) :jpHHPmj, (NEz, CW): jpadpj, (NW): jprnrnpj,

(N, W): jpHHpj, (E) jpddPm/.
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(78) PS *k?wwr

(79) P8 *prgwws

(80) PS *bybwwy

(81 ) PS *bswwh

(82) PS *bhww?

"tart, sour, too salty" = (NE, N, C, S): jk?uurj, (NW): jk?unurj,

(E, NEz) : jk?aarf.

"a tree with edible fl:uit, Artocarpus sp."=(W): jprguusj, (NEz):

jprgaasj.

"to talk while dreaming" (C): jbibuuyj, (NEz): jbibaayj.

"to follow, pursue" == (NW) : jbswwhj, (N, C): jbsuuhj, (NE):

jbsuuh,.."bsuhj, (S): jbsahj, (NEz): jbsaahj.

"soiled, already used" = (NE, N, C):jbhuu?j, (NEz): jbhaa?j.

The numerous gaps in distribution before final consonants may be due to limitations

in my data: *ww is less frequent than *b'b' and the other long proto-vowels. But some

of these gaps are probably structural: for example, no convincing example of *ww

is found before *-w; the only candidates belong to the grammatical class of Expressives.

Ex: (83) (?) *plwww "(Expressive) loud noise clue to hitting" = (NEz): jplaawj,

(W, C): jpluU\Nf.

but the NE dialect also has

(84) (NE): jploowj, "(Expressive) loud nOise, c.g. when hitting bamboo"

In this case, it is impossible to decide, at present, if the protoform was *plwUlw or *plb'b'w,

or if both forms existed in Proto-Semai: this sort of problem is normal with Expressives

because they are lexically non-discrete and weakly productive (DiHloth, 1973a). Nev

ertheless these examples show that the sequences j-nulIwj, j-adwj, j-oowj are not im

possible in Semai, but perhaps only I()uncl in the Expressive phonological system which

is more free in combinations than the ordinary, prosaic system.

Here also, the presence of *-www- should be noted:

(85) *wwwdn "to crawl"=(NW): jwwwtj, (W, C): jwuutj, (E): jwaatnj,

(NE) : jwuutnj, (NEz): jwaatj.

'1'hc distributions of *ww, *b'b', *uu and *00 are shown below:

*uu 0
after *00 0
*w- *ww -I-

*~~ +
0

before *00 0 0
-*w *unu 0 -I-

*~~ 0 -I-
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The table shows that the two proto-vowels *uu and *00 {()rm a distributional class, and

so do *b"b" and *UIUl. All four proto-vowels also form together a larger distributional

class opposed to other vowels such as *::>::>. These various classes are made natural

(i. e. phonetic) by our reconstruction of *b"b" as a back high-mid unrounded vowel. In
this way, the statements of distribution with *w- and -*w can easily be made in terms of

phonetic features. Thus, the reconstruction of the phonetic qualities of *b"b", which was

arrived at on other grounds, is nicely confirmed.

d) *::>::>

(98 ') PS *s::>::>?

PS *?::>::>r

PS *p?::>::>1

PS *?::>::>s

PS *taw::>::>h

PS *k::>::>p

PS *kr::>::>bm

PS *jwj::>::>w

(95)

(96)

(97)

(98)

(92)

(93)

(94)

This proto-vowel has remained essentially unchanged since PS times in every dia

lect. The only modification was a slight phonetic raising in the NW and CW dialects

due to the backing of *aa to jaaj. This had no effect on the system except in (CW1)

where the reflex of *00 was lowered, causing a merger. See exx. (43) (5]) (52).

(86) PS *s::>::>k "hair" = (W, NW, CW, N, NE, E, SE, S): /s::>::>kj.

(87) PS *sb::>::>glJ "to suck up"::c= (N, C): jsb::>::>kj, (E, NE): jsb::>::>kuj, (SE): jsb::>::>gTJj.

(88) PS *g::>::>c "to cut (meat) back and forth"=(C, N, E): jg::>::>cj.

(89) PS *tpr::>::>Jp "to fish" = (W, NW): jtiTJr::>::>c/, (E): jtpr::>::>cpj, (N): jtTJr::>::>cj.

(90) PS *k::>::>t "to take" = (W, NW, N, NE, C, E) : jk::>::>tj.

(91) PS *b::>dn "(ol~ject) to emerge"=(W, NW, NEz): jb::>tj, (NE): jb::>tnj,

(SE): jb::>dnj.

"to lie (face down)"=(W, NW, N): jk::>::>pj, (C, E, SE): jkpk::>::>pj.

"under" = (W, NW, CW, NEz): jkr::>::>pj, (E): jkr::>::>Pmj.

"a bird sp. (? chestnut capped babbling thrush, Garrulax mitratus

major?)" = (N, SE) : jjuj::>::>wj.

"to order, to ask" = (W, N, NW, C): j?::>::>rj.

"to cook in bamboo" = (NW, NE) : jp?::>::>lj.

"fire" = (W, NW, CW, N, NE, E, C, S): j?:>::>sj.

"white-handed gibbon, Hylobates lar":= (SC, C, NE): jtaw::>::>hj,

(S) : jtaw::>hj.

"rotten"=- (W, NW, CW, N, C): js::>::>?j, (S): js:>?j.

There seem to be no restrictions on the immediate environment of *::>::>; even *-w::>::>

sequences are quite common, cf. ex. (98) and:

(99) PS *sw:>::>r "bamboo sp. used for blowpipe tubes, Bambusa wrayi" = (N, C):
jsw::>::>rj.

The sequence -*::>::>w is also found although it tends to be unstable, and irregularly
merge with -*::>w, as -*eey does with -*ey.
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4) _I~_~__()p~i~~~t~~d,~c::e, *_~~

The front vowel system of Proto-Semai is less crowded than the back, and a four

degree distinction in vowel height (ii, ee, ee, aa) appears to be under no pressure to col

lapse or spill over; the cause of trouble however, was an outsider, the diphthong *id.

Proto-Semai is the outcome of earlier systems such as Proto-Semai-Temiar and

Proto-Senoic which apparently had two and three diphthongs respectively. Since

Proto-Senoic times, there has been a steady drift to eliminate diphthongs. Proto-Semai

only had one left, *id, and later Semai dialects have all continued this trend6) by turning

*id into a monophthong. This has created a new long vowel which had to be inte

grated into the neat four-degree system, causing several mergers and shifts in the front

and central areas.

But let us examine first the most stable element, *ee:

a) *ee

Proto-Semai *ee has been preserved in all dialects. Only the (S) dialect has split

it into two reflexes: Iyaal before final Alveolars and Labials (*-t, *_(d)n, *-r, -*1, *-s,

*-p, *_(b)m, *-w), and lee! elsewhere. This is similar to the split of *00 into Iwaal and

1001 in this dialect but the environment is partly different. It gives the (S) dialect an

appearance of striking difference from every other Semai dialect, but the historian can

see beyond appearances.

(102) PS *byeek

(103) PS *heegIJ

(104) PS *leec

(104') PS *beet

(105) PS *ceedn

*br(-n-)ceedn

(105') PS *k?eep

(106) PS *ceebm

"white" = (W, NW, C, SE) : Ibyeek/.
"to fly"=(W, NW, CW, N, C, NEb NE2, S): Iheek/,
(E, NE) : IheekIJ/.
"to be acquainted with" = (NW, N, NE, C): Ileec/.
"to sleep" = (NW, C, ell NE, NEb E, SE): Ibeet/, (S):

Ibyaat/, (W): Ibtbeet/, (N): Ib?beet/.
"cooked" = (W, NW, N, C) : Iceet/, (S): Icyaat/,

"to cook"=(NE2): Ibrceet/, (E): Ibrnceetn/, (SE):

Ibrnceedn/·
"red centipede, Scolopendra sp." = (W, NW, CW, N, NE,

NEll C, E): Ik?eep/, (S): Ik?yaap/.

"bird" = (W, NW, N, NE2, C, SC): Iceep/, (E): Iceepm/,
(S): Icyaap/.

6) One of the reasons for this steady drift is in the morphology; Senoic infixes are sensitive to the number

of initial consonants in a root; opening diphthongs like ia, or \}a create confusion because their first

element can be interpreted in two ways: as a consonant y-, W-, or as part of the vowel; and the infix

will be completely different depending on the interpretation. The only diphthongs found in Semai

today are either closing diphthongs, which do not create any confusion, or opening diphthongs which

have appeared in (S) where the morphology has been very much reduced.
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( 107)

( 108)

(109)

(110)

( III )

( 112)

(113)

PS *leew

PS *cheer

PS *seel
PS *kees

PS(?) *tleey

PS *galeeh

PS *plee?

"to manipulate" = (CW, C, SE): Ileew I.

"bright red" = (W, NW, N, NE, C): Icheer/.

"shy, ashamed" (N): /seel/, (NE): Islseell, (S): Islsyaal/.

"nuts, acorns" = (W, NW, C, Cr, NE): Ikees/.

"banana" == (NW): Itleey/, (N, C, W, S): Itley/.
"manioc, Manihot utilissima7)" = (N, NW, SE): Igaleeh/.

"fruit" = (W, NW, N, C, NE, S) : Iplee?/, (E): Iple?/.

There are apparently no restrictions on *ee with initials and finals, except perhaps with

final palatals: before -*y, the vowel is usually short and raised to lei, but not in all dia

lects; the same applies to *::>::>w. Before -*c, examples are very hard to find, but do ex

ist; the absence of a convincing example before _*Jj1 is probably due to this rarity and not

to a systematic gap.

b) *ia

Proto-Semai *ia has a complicated history. Some speakers in the (NE) area 

designated here as (NE I ) - have a front low-mid rounded vowel lrerel as a reflex,

which contrasts with every other vowel. This sound is unique in Aslian languages and

unusual, to my knowledge, for South-East Asia. This (NE I ) is the only dialect, with

(C I ) ef. below, to have preserved a distinct unit for *ia; in the rest of (NE), *ia has

merged with *ee to leel. In addition, *ia went to rei] before -*? in the whole (NE)

area, just as *00 went to [av] before -*? In the other Semai dialects, *ia can be recon

structed by its unique pattern of merging with other vowels: in (N, E, C), *ia has merged

with *ii to lii/, in others (W, NW, C I , CW, SC), *ia has become lee/, either causing

a merger with the reflex of *ee as in (W, SC) or merely filling a position left empty by

a previous movement of *ee towards the center as in (NW, CW), or towards a mid

IEEI as in (C I ). In the (S) dialect, *ia has split into two reflexes: Iyaal before Al

veolars (-*t, _*dn, -*r, -*1, -*s) and Labials (-*p, _*bm ), and leel elsewhere, merging

there with the reflex of *ee as in (SC, CW, NW, W). Finally, in (SE), *ia has also

merged with leel but only after palatals initials (*c-, *j-, *s-); after the other initials

it has merged to lii/, as in the neighbouring (E) dialect.

The probable path of development from Proto-Semai *ia to its reflexes in each pres

ent dialect will be shown at the end of this paper, after we examine Nasalized vowels

which are crucial for this proto-vowel.

7) This word could be a borrowing from Malay (cf. Mal. segala-gala "everywhere", tiada bergala "un
controllable"). Many words spelled with a final -a in Malay are borrowed into Semai with an -eeh
ending: (CW)/batuu? tigeeh/ "a village name", (Mal. batu tiga), (N): /sumbeeh/ "a plant used for
its red seeds, Bixa orellana" (Mal. kesumba, Burkill (1966) p. 333). This is apparently due to a feature
of the Malay dialect from which Semais borrowed these words. But in the case of jgaleehj, the wide
dialectal distribution of the word in Semai would argue against it being a borrowing.
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( 114) PS *rnti;::lk

(115) PS *lhi;::lgI)

(116) PS *si;::lc

(117) PS *gi;::lc

(118) PS *ri;::lt

( 119) PS *tadi;::ldn

"a plant llsed in making traps, Donax sp." (C, SE): jrntiikj,

(NE): jrntrrkj.

"saliva"==(W, NW, C], S): jlheekj, (N, C): jlhiikj, (E): jlhiikI)j,

(SE): jlhiigI)j, (NEz): jlhrrkj.

"to steal"=(W, NW, SC, SE): jseecj, (N, E, C): jsiicj, (S):

jseekj, (NE): jsrecj, (NE1): jsrerecj.
"dental decay"=(W, NW): jgeecj, (N, C): jgiicj.

"to wring (e. g. a cloth)"=-(W, NW, SC): jreetj, (C, E, N):

jriitj, (S): jryaatj, (NE): jrert/.

"a small bird, grey wagtail?"=:(W, NW): jtadeetj, (N, C):

jtadiitj, (E): jtadiitnj, (SE): jtadiidnj, (S): jtadyaatj, (NE):

jtadrrtnj, (NEz): jtadrrtj.

(120) PS *Ii;::lp "to plait palm leaves" (W, NW): jleepj, (C, E, SE): jliipj,

(S): jlyaapj.

(121) PS *m(a)ri;::lbm "how many?"=(W, NW, CW, C\, SC): jmreepj, (C, N):

jmriipj, (E): jmariipmj, (SE): jmariibmj, (S): jmayaapj,

(NE) : jmarerPmj, (NE1): jmarrerepj, (NEz): jmarrepj.

(122) PS *jmpi;::lr "winnowing sieve" = (W, NW): jjmpeerj, (SC): jJ1mpeerj,

(S): jJ1mpyaarj, (C, E): jJ1mpiirj.

(123) PS *di;::ll "spoor"=(W, NW): jdeelj, (C, E): jdiilj, (NE): jdrrlj, (S):

jdyaalj.

(124) PS *ji;::ls

(125) PS *ti;::l?

"a fruit trees)' Artocarpus sp."= (W, NW, SE): jjeesj, (E):

jjiisj, (S): jjyaasj, (NE): jjeesj.
"earth"=(W, NW, CW, SC, S): jtee?j, (N): jtii?j, (C, E):

jti?j, (NE): jte!?j.

Proto-Semai *i;::l is not found before -*h and -*w. There are no good examples

of *i;::lJJ1, but this may be a limitation of our data since *i;::lc is found. The presence of

*i;::lk and *i;::lc shows that the diphthong *i~ has the distribution of an open vowel like

*ee, and not that of higher vowels like *ii and *ee which do not occur before -*k and

-*c.

8) Several speakers of Semai and Temiar have told me that this tree was called: jias in Malay. How

ever, it is not found in the existing Malay dictionaries, which, at any rate, do not represent Malay

regional dialects consistently. If the form: jias is found in some Malay dialect, it confirms our PS

reconstruction *jias, whatever the direction of borrowing might be. There are other examples of this

sort: Malays call Sungai Chenderiang a river which the Semais living in that area (CW) call: jtaaw
clJreekj; this name would be reconstructed as PS *cnriaglJ, a phonologically well formed Semai word.

The odd polysyllabic Chenderiang of Malay is almost certainly a rendering of this Proto Semai form;

the -de- part represents an epenthetic -d- which is inserted in -nr- clusters in several conservative

Semai dialects; phonetically, PS *cnria g'lJ was probably pronounced rcandriaglJ] and borrowed almost

intact by Malay speakers.
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The only restriction on consonan ts preceding *iC) is the absence of *yiC)-; in this re

spect, *iC) behaves like a high front *ii or *ee.

The reconstruction of *iC) as a diphthong is consistent with its ambivalent pattern

ing: the final part [C)] behaves like an open vowel with final consonants and the initial

part [i] behaves like a high vowel with initial consonants.

It should also be noted that although *ya is found in absolute initial position:

(126) PS *yah "to be day-time" = (NW, N, C, E, NE): jyahj.

*ya- cannot occur after an initial consonant. And conversely, even though the sequence

*?iC) does occur after an initial consonant:

(127) *r?ias "root9)"=(W, NW, SC): jr?eesj, (N, E, SE): jr?iisj, (S): jr?yaasj,

(NE) : jr?eesj.
*?iC) cannot occur in absolute initial pOSItion. This near complementary distribution

of PS *ya and PS *iC) suggests that PS *i<} derives from an earlier (Proto-Senoic?)

*yY sequence. See also Diffioth (in press).

c) *ee

Proto-Semai *ee has been centralized to jC)C)j in the (CW) dialect and further went

to jrnrnj in the (NW). Otherwise it has remained unchanged as jeej.IO) One dialect

in the (C) area -- designated (CI)--- has a slightly more open reflex: JEEj which con

trasts with both jeej from *ee and leel from *iC). This (CI) dialect has five degrees of

vowel height: liil, leel, IEEI, leel, laa/·

(128) PS *kdeek

(129) PS *tbeegu

(130) PS *kaceet

"a trap for squirrels" = (W, C, N, NE, SC, S, SE): jkdeekj,

(NW) : Ikdrnrnk/.

"full"=(W, N, NE2, C, S): jtbeekj, (NW): Itbrnrnk/, (C1):

jtbEEkj, (CW): jtbC)<}kj, (E): jtbeeku/, (SE): Itbeegu/.
"unskilled" = (N, C): jkaceetj, (NW): jkacrnrnt/.

9) Mon-Khmer cognates to this word cf. e. g. Diffioth (1976) exx. (54, 72,98) do not have a _il_ even
though the languages in question are not known to loose medial _*il_. That sound is found in the

whole Senoic branch: Lanoh: frileesf,jah Hut: frilyesf and also in the whole of North Aslian: Kinta'

Bong: fili?yesf, jahai: fpesf, Che' Wong: Jj?esf.
I doubt that it represents an old Mon-Khmer cluster, but rather a very early metathesis from a *?ryes

form. There are other examples of metathesis due to *ye and "'wa in early times. The absence of
f?f in the South Aslian forms (ibid. ex. 54), although ?r- clusters do exist in South Aslian languages
(ibid. ex. 53), suggests that in "'?ryes the initial "'?- was not original but introduced by a syllabification

rule '" [rayes] -+ '" [?aryes].
10) The solution, which I proposed in 1968, to reconstruct this "'ee as aa and "'ia as ee, was correct only

for a stage more recent than Proto-Semai. In 1968, I was not aware of the (NE) dialect and had not

enough evidence on nasalised vowels in (S) and (SC).
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(131 ) PS *teedn

(132) PS *br(m)ceebm

(133) PS *teew

(134) PS * (ta-) heel'

(135) PS *bnteel

(136) PS *btees

(137) PS *b(-a?-)hee?

"(birds) gather (to feed)" (N, C): jteetj.

"to hide oneself" = (W, N, C, NE2): jbrceepj, (NW):

jbrcruwpj, (CW): jbrc;:};:}pj, (E): jbrceePmj, (S): Ibrnceepj.

"water, river"==-(W, N, NE, C, SC, E, SE): jteewj, (NW):

jtwruwj, (CW): (t;:};:}w(, (C1): (tEEw(.

"to drag"=(W, N, C, E): (!leer(, (W) also: (taheer(, (NW):

(tahruwrj.

"space in front of the house" = (N) : (mnteel(, (NW):

(bntwwl(.

"mushroom" = (W, N, NE, NE I , C, SC, S, E, SE): jbtees(,

(C1) : jbtEEs(, (NW): jbtwws(, (CW): jbt;:};:}s(.

"satiated"=(W, NE, C): (bhee?(, (N): jba?hee?f, (NW):

jba?hww?j.

The absence of *-eec and *-ee(j)p is conspicuous, at least in the ordinary system;

in the larger phonological system of Expressives, such finals are found:

(138) PS *rbeec "(Expressive) unclean eyes" = (C): (rc-rbeec(.

The apparent absence of *eeh is due to a shortening process to be shown in the sec

tion on short vowels.

5) The weak center: *11.11.

We have already seen how the central part of the vowel system was used through

out the history of Semai to relieve pressure from the crowded front and back areas and to

merge all new comers into one vowel: j;:};:}(, or (HH(, or (ww(, depending on the dialect.

But the central area was probably not empty in Proto-Semai times: it seems that there

already was a Proto-Semai vowel *11.11.. But this area has seen so much movement that

*11.11. has been absorbed by merging with some other proto-vowel in most dialects. The

only dialects where *11.11. had a chance to survive were those in which *ruw had retained

its high quality and had attracted *8"~ to this high position, that is: the W, NE, C and

especially the NW dialect. Unfortunately, the number of words where an *11.11. can be

reconstructed is extremely small and this raises some doubt as to the authenticity of

*11.11.. It would be tempting to explain these words as borrowings, for example from one

of the dialects where *ww went to ;:);:} at an early period. But a comparison with

Lanoh and Temiar shows that there was a well represented Proto-Senoic vowel *;:};:},

distinct from Proto-Senoic *ww, and from which the few cases of Proto-Semai *11.11. all

descend. The most likely conclusion is that Proto-Senoic *ww and *;:};:} merged to

*ww some time before the appearance of Proto-Semai, and that Proto-Semai itself later
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borrowed the words with (PS) *AA from some other dialect which had not undergone

that merger. In any event, PS *AA is too rare and irregular (cf. the (C) dialect) for me

to give a full set of examples with all finals or to describe its distribution.

*ha-hAAc

*ktkAAt

*gr?AAp

(139)

(140)

(141 )

"to guffaw"=(N, C, E, NE): /hahaac/.

"(to go) backwards" = (NW) : /k?k<Jat/.

"to burp"=(W, NW, CW, E, NE): /gr?a<Jp/, (C): /gr?uup/, (S):

/gr?eep/ll) .

(142) *tadAAr "(rooster) to sing"=(W, NW, N, NE): /tad<J<Jr/, (C): /taduur/.

(143) *?AAY "address term to wife or friends"=(W, C, NE): /?aay/.

(144) *bAAY "address term to young person"=(W, NW, N): /ba<JY/.

(145) *?a-bAAh "reference term to father"=(N, NE): j?ab<J<Jh/.

The presence of three kinship terms (143, 144, 145) and three words with onomato

poetic connotations (but not Expressives) (139, 141, 142) in this list is probably not

accidental as such words tend to be irregular. This further weakens the case for an

authentic PS *AA vowel.

I I) Short Vowels

The inventory and the history of Proto-Semai short vowels is more simple:

Proto-Semai Short Vowels12 >

*i

*e

(*0)

*a
*a

*u

*0

Of these, only *li is not clearly established; the contrast la/-lui is found only in the

(NE) dialect, and not always consistently, and the number of words with *u is small.

In all other dialects, it has merged with *<J.

1) PS *li (?)

(146) PS *talligIJ

(147) PS *Cklit

"a black bee sp."=(NE): /ta1lik IJ/, (W, N, NW): /talak/.

"rough to touch" = (NE) : /ckut/, (NW, E, SE): /ckat/, (N):

/cket/.
-----------------

11) The data on the (S) dialect is not sufficient at the moment to decide if this leel is the regular reflex Of

PS *AA. If it is confirmed, this would make the existence of a separate Proto-Semai vowel *AA

almost certain: PS *mm and *!5!5 have merged to a not very high 1001 in the (S) dialect.

12) In 1968, I thought the short-vowel system also contained lei and 10/; it later turned out that these

two vowels are due to Malay borrowings or to a shortening of leel and 100/ before -h and .? The

example Iklaterl given in 1968 is apparently from Malay kuatir "to worry" (ultimately from Arabic)

and means "to insist" rather than "to quarrel".
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(148)

( 149)

(150)

PS *yup

PS *cul

"to press and push (in delivery)" =: (NE) : Isrut'n/, (NW, C):

Israt/·
"to be twilight"=(W, C): Iyap/, (NE): Iyup/, (NE) also: Iyipj.

"to tatoo"-=(NE): leul/, (C, E): Ical/.

2) *a

After their merger, *u and *a share a common history. The only later event is a

shift to lei before Alveolar finals (-*t, _*dn, -*1', -*1, -*s) in the (N) dialect. This is a

mere phonetic shift since Proto-Semai does not have a vowel *e; but it eventually

produced a merger with *i in case the vowel was nasalized, and some speakers do have

a contrastive lei due to Malay borrowings.

(151 ) PS *tak

(152) PS *laglJ

(153) PS *kat

(154) PS *klbadn

(155) PS *cap

(156) PS *plab m

(157) PS *dar

(158) PS *jal

(159) PS *cras

(160) PS *bah

"to uproot, to pull out" = (W, NW, N, NE, C, E, SE): Itak/.
"Malayan flying fox, Pteropus vampyrus" = (W, NW, N, C, S):

11ak/, (E, NE) : IlaklJ/.

"egg, belly" = (W, NW, NE, E, SE): Ikat/, (N): Iket/.
"still unripe"=(C, S): Iklbat/, (NE): Iklbatn/.

"to plant (a stick in the ground)"=(W, NW, N, C, E): Icap/.
"land leech" = (W, NW, N, C): Iplap/, (NE, E): Iplapm/, (SE):

/plab rn/·
"(fire) to flare up" = (W, NW, CW, N, NE, C, E): Idar/, (N):

Ider/·
"to bark" = (NW, NC, C, NE): Ijal/, (N): Ijel/.
"rib" = (W, NW, C, NE, SC, S) : Icras/, (N): Icres/.

"to make"=(W, NW, CW, C, N, NE): Ibah/.

There are no examples of PS *a before Palatals (-*c, -*J]1, -*y); the few possible

exceptions are found in the grammatical class of Expressives, for which a separate

phonology and a separate history will have to be written. However, such finals are

found in Temiar ordinary phonology, so this remains a problem for Proto-Senoic.

Cases of possible -*aw finals are also extremely rare and problematic.

3) *a

Proto-Semai *a merged with *:> to 1:>1 when preceded by a Labial (*p-, *b-, *m-,

*w-) and followed by a Velar (*-k, -*glJ). This merger occurred in all dialects, except,

once again, in the (NE) dialect.

(161 )

(162)
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PS *malJ

PS *baglJ
"there is"=(W, NW, N, E, C): Im-:>lJ/, (NE): ImalJ/ ..
"younger sibling (other than one's own)"=(NW, N, C): Ib:>kj,
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(E): Ib:JkfJ/, (NE): IbakfJ/.
(163) PS *(s)lbak "a tree (leaves used ceremonially), Ouratea crocea" (cf. Burkill

(1966) p. 1642)=(NE): 11bak/, (NW, N, E, SE): Is1b:Jk/.

(164) PS *wak "a depression (e. g. in the ground)" = (NE) : Iwak/, (NW, N, E,

SE): IW:Jk/.

'rhe merger has created a morphophonemic alternation whenever a Proto-Semai infix

separated the *a from the initial Labial; compare (162) to the following:

(165) PS *b-n-afJ "younger sibling (one's own)"=(W, NW, N, NE, C, S): ImnafJ/.

The examples above can be contrasted with the following, where an original

PS *:J preceded by a Labial and followed by a Velar is found in the (NE) and other

dialects as well.

PS *m:>k

PS *p:Jk

(166)

(167)

( 169)

"a low palm, ?Curculigo latifolia?"=(NW, NE, C, SE): Im:Jk/.

"an edible ground mushroom sp." = (NW, N, NE, C, E, SE, S):

Ip:Jk/·
(168) PS *tap:JgfJ "a small pouch (e. g. for tobacco)" = (NW, N, NEz): Itap:Jk/,

(E): Itap:JkfJj.

"stomach, hips" = (NW, N, e', SC, S): l~v:Jk/, (E, NE): IW:JkfJ/,

(SE): IW:JgfJ/.

The merger of *a to I:JI has also affected a number of Malay borrowings:

(170)
(171 )

(Mal. kumbang)
(Mal. subang)

"coconut beetle" (S): Ikum:Jk/.
"ear-studd" = (N) : Isub:Jk/, (E) : Isub:JkfJ/.

Proto-Semai *a has merged with *e to Ie! after Palatals in the (S) dialect, other

wise, *a has remained a separate entity in all dialects, only shifting to a long front [re: ]

in the (NW) and (CW) (a phonetic adjustment which is not noted here).

The examples of PS *a given below are useful to establish the Mon-Khmer affilia

tion of Semai (and other Senoic languages) because PS *a reflects Proto-11on-Khmer

*a and can easily be contrasted with PS *aa which reflects Proto-Man-Khmer *aa.

( 172)

( 173)

(174)

(175)

(176)

PS *dak

PS *pnragfJ

PS *dkat

PS *dadn

PS *kap

"a spear-trap"=(W, NW, NE, C, SE): Idak/.

"sunshine" = (NW, N): IpfJrak/, (C): Ipnrak/, (E): IpnrakfJ/.

"cold, feverish" =-, (NW, C, SC, E, NE) : Idkatj.

"to die" (W, NW, N, C, NEz): Idatl, (NE, E) : Idat'n/·
"to hold in the teeth" == (W, NW, N, E, C, S) : Ikap/.
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(177) PS *lsabm "rainy season" = (W, N): Ilsap/, (E, NE): 11saPm/.

(178) PS *jar "to run"=(W, NW, N, NE, C, E): Ijar/, (S): Ijer/.
(179) PS *r(a)IJkal "ladder"=(W, NW): IrIJkal/, (N, C, SE, S): IraIJkal/.

(180) PS *cas "smoke"=(W, NW, N, C): Icas/, (S): Ices/.
(181) PS *bah "parent's younger brother (address)"=(W, NW, N, C, NE):

Ibah/·
(182) PS *da? "to lie down"=(W, NW, CW, N, C): Ida?l.

Before final Palatals (-*c, -*jJ1) and semi-vowels (-*w, -*y) Proto-Semai *a is found

only in Expressives, not in the regular phonology.

4) *0

This proto-vowel has changed very little since Proto-Semai times: before -*y it has

been centralized to Idyl in the (W, NW, CW) dialects, and before -*w it has been opened

to lawl in the (NE) and raised to lowl in the (C). These changes are phonetic shifts

which did not create mergers in the ordinary vocabulary inherited from Proto-Semai.

But the endings Idyl, law/, lowl may exist and cause secondary mergers with Expres

sives and borrowings.

(183) PS *bk

(184) PS *dogIJ

(185) PS *roc

(186) PS *toJJ1

(187) PS *tbot

(188) PS *jarodn

(189) PS *gop

(190) PS *(kn-)tobm

(191 ) PS *litow

(192) PS *bagor

(193) PS *bro1

(194) PS *lg~s

(195) PS *by

(196) PS *(g)t~h

(197) PS *bo?

"to put on, to wear"=(W, NW, N, C, E): Ibk/.
"pig-tailed macaque, Macaca nemestrina" = (W, NW, N, C, S):

Idok/, (E, NE): IdokIJ/, (SE): IdogIJ/.

"to uproot" = (W, NW, N, C, E, SE): Iroc/.
"to pluck" = (W, NW, N, C, NEz): Itoc/, (E): ItocJ1/.
"to mount, to ride" = (W, NW, CW, E, NE, SE): Itbot/.
"to tiptoe"=(NW, C): Ijarot/, (NE): Ijar~tn/.

"Malay, foreigner" = (W, NW, N, C, E): Igop/.
"right side, (kn-= "from")" = (W, N, NW): Iknt~p/, (C, S):

Itop/, (E): ItoPm/.
"bache1or"=(W, NW, N): Ilitow/, (NE): Ilitaw/, (C): Ilitowj.
"small felines" = (W, C, N, NE): Ibagor/.
"blowpipe dart butt"=(W, NW, N, C, E, S): Ibrol/.
"a rambutan, Nephe1ium 1appaceum" (Burkill, (1969) p. 1571)

= (W, NW, N, NE, C, E, S): Ilgos/.

"to reach" = (W, NW, CW): 11dY/, (N, C, NE): Iby/.
"to spit"=(W, NW): Igt~h/, (N, E, SE, C, S): It~h/.

"to carry (child) on back" = (NW, N, C, S): Ibo?/.

Proto-Semai *0 has a full distribution with finals. With initials, the only restric-
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tion seems to be on *WJ sequences which can only occur in word initial position, cf. ex.

(169). A similar restriction on *ya sequences has been mentioned earlier.

5) *u
This proto-vowel is stable in all dialects, like its long counterpart *uu.

(198) PS *luk

(199) PS *juglJ

(200) PS *huc

(201 ) PS *pJlruJl

(202) PS *bgut

(203) PS *prudn

(204) PS *sagup

(205) PS *blhubm

(206) PS *dur

(207) PS *bul

(208) PS *kus

(209) PS *truy

(210) PS *t?uh

(211 ) PS *nru?

"to laugh"=(W, NW, CW, N, NE, E, C): /luk/.

"foot" = (W, NW, CW, N, C, S): /juk/, (E, NE): /juklJ/.

"to sip" = (N) : /huc/, (W, NW, C, E, SE) : /huc/.

"a rat sp. ?Rattus rajah (Thomas)"=(C, E): /pJlruJl/.

"to snap (intr.)" = (N, NW, C, E): /bgut/.

"to burn (leftovers, rubbish)" = (NW, C): /prut/, (NE):
/prutn/.

"cloud, mist"=(W, NW, CW, N, C, E): /sagup/.

"a small tree with little round grey fruits" = (NE): /blhuPm/.

"to become soft, jelly-like (after a blow)"=(W,NW, C):
/dur/.

"to wrap sth. (for protection)" = (NW, N, C): /bul/.

"to get up" = (W, NW, NC, N, NE, C): /kus/, (S): /b-kus/.

"to disturb (e. g. bees) in order to disperse"=(C): /truy/.

"to blow the blowpipe" = (SC:): /t?uh/.

"a grub" (NW, N): /lJru?/, (C, NE): /nru?/.

This proto-vowel being somewhat rare, it is not easy to find good examples for all

finals: ex. (201) properly belongs to the Nasalized vowel category; but the examples

chosen, even when scanty, have cognates outside Semai which support their reconstruc

tion. The only final sequence which seems excluded is -*uw. As noted above, the

sequence -*wu- does occur:

(212) PS *cawul "to be paralyzed"=(C): /cawul/.

but -w- only serves to separate a Minor Vowel from the Major Vowel lui. No words

with the structure *CwuC have been found.

6) *.1

This proto-vowel is somewhat rare in the Non-Expressive phonology of Proto

Semai, but it must be reconstructed and it does not seem to have changed in the modern

dialects:

(213) PS *bsiclJ

(214) 1'S *dic

"Dusky leaf monkey, Presbytis obscura" = (W, NW, N, C, S):

jbsik/, (E, NE) : /bsiklJ/.

"all, terminated"=(W, NvV, CW, N, C, SC, E, SE):/dic/,



(21.5)

(216)

(217)

(218)

(219)

(220)

(221 )

(222)

(223)

(224)

PS *lpsiJp

PS *slit

PS *tip

PS *hnibm

PS *rasiw

PS *kayir

PS *twi1

PS *krjis

PS *p1?is--p1?is

PS *krdi?

(S): Idik/.

"gums"=(W): 11lJsic/, (N): IlilJsic/, (C): llinsic/, (E): IlpsiJp/.

"(trace, track) to become unclear"=(C, SE): Islitf.

"(hole) to be covered up"=(C, NE): Itip/.
"solid, stab1e"=(W, NW, N): Ihnip/, (E): Ihnipm/.

"to relase (e. g. a trap tenser)" = (C) : Irasiwl.

"to shake cloth" = (C) : Ikayir/.

"to bend by force" = (C): Itwill·

"to shake sth. off" = (NW) : Ikrjis/.

"fresh fish smell" = (N) : Ipl?is/--/pl?is/, (S): Ipl?is/, (NW):

Ipl?ih/-- fpl?ih/, (W, CW, C): jpl?ih/.
"to remain silent, quiet" = (NW, N, W, NE): Ikrdi?l, (W)

also: Ikrdii?I.

The sequence -*ik is excluded, as was -*iik, but -*iglJ is established, and contrasts

with -*iJp and -*iiglJ. Also excluded is the sequence -*iy, just as in the case of -*uw.

As for -*is, it becomes -ih irregularly in the different dialects, but without merger since

-*ih is not found.

We find *yi- in the same conditions as *wu- was found: after a Minor Vowel but not

immediately after a consonant.

7) *e

The only change which affected this Proto-Vowel was a phonetic ralsmg to lei
before palatal finals (-*c, _*Jj1, -*y) in (C, E, SE, SC). As in the case of *d before

Alveolars, this phonetic adjustment did not cause any merger, except after Nasals where

it was raised further to Iii.
Proto-Semai *e is as frequent as *:>, *a and *d, and not rare like *u and especially

*i. The frequency ratios arc roughly: 100 each for *e, *a, *::l and *d, 50 for *u, 25

for *i.

(225) PS *lek

(226) PS *krdeglJ

(227) PS *sec

(228) PS *sbeJp

(229) PS *gltet

(230) PS *telln
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"to tickle (trans.)"=(NW, CW, N, C, E, SE): Ilek/.
"to warm up (self, food) ncar fire" = (W, NW, C): Ikrdek/, (E):

IkrdeklJ/·

"meat"=(W, NW, N, NE): 18ecl, (C, E, SE): Isec/, (S): Isek/-

Isek/·
"mosquito"=(W, NW, N, NEz): Isbee/, (NE): Isbeep/, (C, SC):

Isbecl, (E): Isbeep/, (SE): IsbeJp/, (S): Isbek/-/sbek/.
"to flick (finger)" = (NW, NE, C, E, SE): Igltetj.
"to chop" c=.: (NW, C): Itetl (the evidence for _*dn is morpho-
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(231 )

(232)

(233)

(234)

(235)

(236)

(237)

(238)

PS *lep

PS *rnsebm

PS *kber

PS *ge1

PS *les

PS *bybey

PS *-reh

PS *ge?

phonemic: (C): jtnnenj "chopping)".

"to finger (e. g. music instrument)"=(W, N, C): /lepj.

"tip ofleaves" = (SE) : jrnsebm/.

"to wink"=: (W, NW, CW, N, C): jkberj.

"to cut firewood" = (NW, N, C, SC): jgelj.

"to scold"==(W, NW): jlesj, (N): jlesj.

"independently" = (NW) : jbibeyj, (C): jbibeyj.

"down"=(W, NW, N, S, SC, SE): jrehj.

"a little"=(W, NW, N, C): Ige?j.

The contrast between -*eey, cC ex. (Ill) and -*ey is not firmly established and may

be of secondary origin; many Malay words spelled with a final -ai are borrowed into

8emai with a final -ey.

The distinction between long and short vowels is, however, well established in

spite of the imbalance in favor of long vowels already noted. The only interchange be

tween long and short vowels occurs before final -*? and -*h. In the case of -*?, long

proto-vowels merge with short ones into short vowels regularly in (E) and (SE), often

in (8) and (SC), and occasionally in (C). As for -*h, the situation is even more irregular,

long vowels being always rare in that position; however the correspondence patterns of

many words with -Vh endings are those of long vowels:

(239)

(240)

PS *-te(e)h

PS *pt:(1:l) h

"there" =:::= (W, N, NE, C, E, SE): I-teh/, (NW, CW): j-t~hj.

"to blossom" (W, NW, N): jp~hj, (C): jpap~h/, (NE): jpohj,

jpapohj.

(24-1) PS *ko(o)h "to cut ofl''' (W, NW, N, E, C, S): jkoh/, (NE): jk~lJf/Jj.

Long vowels before -h have apparently been shortened independently in several

dialects, this being a very natural sound change, with much diffusion and borrowing,

leaving only a few remaining cases of -VVh.

III) Nasalized Vowels

Semai nasalized vowels arc of two kinds; either automatically conditioned by a

preceding nasal consonant, or unpredictable by environment. Both kinds have essen

tially the sanle history, which is quite different from that of oral vowels and gives us a

clue to the history or tIle whole vowel system.

l\10stthe of examples which follow arc of the first kind (vowel preceded by N).

The second kind is less common and the nasality disappears in some dialects without ap

parent regularity. This is a problem which remains to be presented in detail and will
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not be treated here. I will only point out that these unpredictable nasal vowels are

often (but by no means always) preceded by h- or ?- without any other nasal element in

the same word. Irregular nasalization in such words may be due to an old nasal prefix

which existed in Proto-Semai and could have nasalized the vowel through the h- or ?

before disappearing. But let us turn to the more regular cases: vowels preceded by N.

With the exception of a few dialects, there are no mid-high nasalized vowels in

Semai today. This is a rule of Semai phonology which has applied several times inde

pendently, but it is not a very old phenomenon: Proto-Semai did have mid-high vowels

preceded by N, and new ones appeared in the course of time. There are two ways of

eliminating such vowels: raising them to high or lowering them to mid-low. Differ

ent Semai dialects have used one or the othcr method, or both, at different times.

I) INool
For 1001 both changes are found: to /uu/ and to /::n/. The northern half of Semai

territory (W, NW, N, NE) raises /Noo/ to /Nuu/, causing a merger with the reflex of

*N uu which is /Nuul in all dialects; this happened regardless of the historical origin of

this /00/: from PS *00 in (W, NW, N) or fl'om PS *b'b' in (NE). The reflexes of the

original *N00 were not affected by this change in the (N E) dialects: they are the regular

INdlY/ or /NdV/ or /Ndd/. This shows that the change Noo-)Nuu is recent in that area,

and later then the *b'b'-~oo shift.

In the southern half of Semai territory (CW, C, E, SE, SC, S), /Noo/ was lowered

to merge with the reflex or PS *N:):) which is /N:):)/ in all dialects. Evidently, in the (S)

dialect this merger is more recent than the diphthongization of *00 to Iwaa/. c[ ex.

(249,250,252,253,254).

A few examples of PS *Nuu and *N::>::> arc given first for the sake of contrast with

*Noo and *Nb'b'.

a) PS *Nuu

(242) PS *lmuuJ1

(243) PS *trnuu?

(244) PS *muus

b) PS *N:)~

(245) PS *n::>::>m

(246) PS *k(c)m::>::>c

(247) PS *lJ::>~y

(24-8) PS *erm::>::>r
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"tooth"=(W, NW, CW, C, NE, E, SE, SC, S): /lmuuJ1/.

"to give in excess"=(W, NW, CW, C, SC): /trnuu?/.

"to break ground to extract sth." = (W, NW, CW, C, SC):

Imuus/.

"urine"=(W, NW, CW, C, N, NE, S): In::>::>m/.
"ghost"=(W): /km::>::>c/, (NW, N): /ki?m::>::>c/, (C, SC, E):

/kcm::>~c/, (S): /krm::>::>c/.

"smell (V, N)"=(W, NW, CW, N, C, E, SE): /lJ::>::>Y/.

"legend" =(W, NW, CW, N, C, NE): jcrm::>::>r/.
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c) PS *Noo

(249) PS *noos

(250) PS *kmoor

(251) PS *kmooIJ

(252) PS *IJoot

(253) PS *pypooy

(254) PS *k-n-oon

"heart" = (W, NW, N): /nuus/, (CW, C, SC, E, SE): /n-:>-:>s/,

(S) : /nwaas/, (NEz): /ntJtJs/, (NE): /ntJlJJ.sj.

"caterpillar" = (W, NW, N): /kmuur/, (CW, C, E, SE): /km;)-:>r/,

(S): /kmwaar/, (NEz): /kmtJtJr/, (NE): /kmtJlJJ.r/.

"calf of leg" = (W, NW, N) : /kmuuIJ/, (CW, C, E, SE, SC, S):

/km-:>-:>IJ/, (NEz): /kmtJtJIJ/·

"to drink"=(W, NW, N): /IJuut/, (CW, C, SC, E, SE): /IJ-:>-:>t/,

(S) : /?waat/, (NWz): /IJtJtJtj.

"lips" = (W, NW, N): /pipuuy/, (e, SC, E, SE): /pip-:>-:>y/,

(S): /yiywaay/, (NE): /piptJty.y/.

"child"=(W, NW, N): /knuun/, (CW, C, SC, E, SE): /kn-:>-:>n/,

(S) : /knwaan/, (NEz): /kntJtJnj.

This last example can be contrasted with the original root without nasal infix, a

rare case of Semai morphophonemics.

(255) PS *koodn

d) PS *Nb'b'

(256) PS *mSb'bm

(257) PS *krpb'b't

(258) PS *lrIJb'b'r

(259) PS *smb'b'c

"nephew (address)" = (NW, N, C): /koot/, (E): /koo"n/.

"ripe"=(W, CW, N, C): /nuup/, (NW): /nwUlp/, (E): /ntJtJPm/,

(NEz): /nuup/, (NE): /nuuPm/.

"to go backwards" = (W, E, C): /krpuut/, (NW): /krpUlwt/,

(N E) : /krpuutj.

"a small black bee" = (NW) : /lrIJUlwr/, (C): /lrIJuur/, (NE):

/lrIJuurj.

"stinging insect" = (W, C, E, SE, S): /smuuc/, (N): /snuuc/,

(NW): /smUlwc/, (NE): /smuuc/.

This is again an occasion for morphophonemics:

(260) PS *Sb'b'C "to sting" = (W, N, C): /suuc/, (NW): /swwc/, (E, SE, S):

/stJac/, (NE): /sooc/.

In the case of *Noo there are several dialects, especially in the southern half of the

(N) area, (Nd, which have preserved a distinct /Noo/, but they are not cited here.

2) /Nee/
In the case of /Nee/ sequences, we also find that both treatments are possible:
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raising to /Nii/ in the northern half of Semai territory and lowering to /N££/ in the rest,

but the dividing line is not the same, and the treatment of /Nee/ from PS *Nce is very

different from that of /Nee/ from PS *Nid.

In every dialect where they occurred, both raising to /Nii/ and lowering to /N£e/

caused mergers with the reflexes of PS *Nii and PS *Nee, which are /Nii/ and /Nee/

respectively everywhere. But the patterns of merging are different and have to be

stated separately for each dialect.

In the (W) dialect, where *ee and *id merged to feel, PS *Nee and PS *Nid also

merged together and were then raised to /Nii/, thus merging with the reflex of PS *Nii.

The result is a triple merger: *Nii, *Nee, *Nid-~/Nii/.

In the (NW) and (CW), PS *ee was centralized to /ww/ and /dd! respectively,

merging with both PS *ww and PS *b'b'. The rcIlex of PS *Nee followed the same

route; another triple merger: *Nee, *Nww, *Nb'b'-/N.J.;)/ in (CW),-/Nww/ in (NW).

In addition, as these two dialects have PS *id-)!ee!, we find another merger: PS *Nid

became /Nii/, merging with the reflex of PS *Nii.

In the (N) dialect, PS *id and *ii merged to /ii/ while PS *ce remained distinct;

accordingly, PS *Nid and PS *Nii merged to /Nii/. In the southern part (N1) of the

(N) area, PS *Nee was retained as /Nee/, just as PS *Noo was kept as /Noo/, but in the

northern part, PS *Nee also became /Nii/ causing the same triple merger as in (W).

In the (NE), PS *id had an independent course, going to /eeee/ or merging with

PS *ee to /ee!. In this area, PS *Nid followed the same path, giving /Neeee/ or merging

with PS *Nee to /Nee/. In addition, PS *ee had been kept as feel, hut PS *Nee was

raised to /Nii/, merging with the reflex or PS *Nii: two separate mergers: *Nid, *Nee

---)/Nee/, and *Nee, *Nii--)/Nii/.

In the (SE), PS *Nid, *Nec and *Nii all merged to /Nii/ as in thc (N) dialect,

even though *id and *ii have not merged in (SE) as they did in (N).

In the (C) and (E) dialects, PS *id and PS *ii merge to /ii/ as in the (N) dialect,

and so do PS *Nid and *Nii; however PS *Nee was not raised as in (N), but lowered

instead to /Nee/, merging there with the rdlex of PS *Nee: two separate mergers:

*Nid, *Nii-/Nii/, and *Nee, *Nee-/Nee/.

In the (SC) dialect, *Nee was also lowered and merged with PS *Nee into /Nee!.

But, while PS *id and *ee merged to /ee/, PS *Nid was not raised but also lowered to

/Nee/, merging with PS *Nee: a different triple merger: *Nid, *Nee, *N£e~/Nee/.

Finally, in the (S) dialect, PS *Nee was not lowered but raised, to merge with

PS *Nii to /Nii/. In addition, this dialect has the unique development of PS *id and

*e£ to /yaa/ before Alveolars and Labials; the same thing happened to PS *Ni<> and

*Nee giving /Nyaa/ sequences in these positions; elsewhere PS *Ni<> was raised to

/Nee!, merging with the rcIlex or PS *N££ as in the neighbouring (SC) dialect. This

peculiar development of PS *Nid and its exact parallel to that of PS *Ne£ suggest that
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PS *id and *ee have a partly common history in this dialect, and were phonetically simi

lar at an early date, closer to each other than to PS *ee. We shall return to this point.

I will first give a few examples of PS *Nii and *Nee for comparison with PS *Nee

and *Nid.

a) PS *Nii

(261) PS *kmiil

(262) PS *slJii?

(263) PS *manii?

b) ?~~_~~?:

(264) PS *neelJ
(265) PS *r(t)meet

(266) PS *meern

c) PS *Nid

(267) PS *(ka)midlJ

(268) PS *krmidr

(269) PS *]lidI]

(270) PS *knid?

(27 l) PS *k-t-n-idt

"on top of" = (W, NW, N, NE, SC): /kmiil/.

"awareness"=(W, NW, N, NE, C~, S): /slJii?/, (S): also:

/slJi?/.

"rain"=(W, NE, CW, N, C, SE, SC, S): /manii?/, (SE, S)

also: /mani?/, (E): /mani?/.

"to see" = (W, NW, CW, N, NE, C, S) : /neelJ/.
"yellow, turmeric" = (W, NW, C, SE) : /rmeet/, (N) :

/r?meet/, (E): /rtmeet/, (S): /rmyaat/.

"breast" == (W, NW, N, C, E, SE): /meem/, (S): /myaam/.

"cheek" (W, CW, N, C, C1, E, SE): /miilJ/, (NW):

/kamiilJ/, (NE, S) : /meelJ/.
"a large millipede"=-(N, C): /krmiir/, (SC): /krmeer/.

"to eal uncooked rice-grains" (C) : /]1iilJ/, (S£): /yiilJ/,

(SC) : /]1eelJ/.
"rat" = (W, NW, CW, N, C): /knii?/, (E, SE): /kni?/, (NE):

/knei?/, (SC): /knee?/ also /kne?/, (S): /kne?/.

"in the back, after, the last" = (NW, N): /k?niit/, (W, C,

E): /ktniit/, (SC): /ktneet/, (S): /knyaat/.

Here again, the nasal infix gives rise to a morphophonemic alternation when we com

pare (271) to its root (272):

(272) PS *kidt

d) PS *Ne~

(273) PS *kmeet

(274) PS *r-k-n-eek

"bottom, buttocks"==(W, NW, SC): /keet/, (C, E): /kiit/,

(NE) : /keet/.

"a small mosquito sp." = (W, N): /kmiit/, (NW): /kmUlTlit/,

(CW) : /kmddt/, (E, SC): /kmeet/.
"orphan" = (N, SE): /rkniik/, (NW): /r?mumk/, (C):
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(275) PS *k-n-eeIJ

jrkneekj, (S): jrniikj.

"tree"=(W, N, NE): jkniiIJj, (NW): jknwwIJj, (C, C I ,

E, SC): jkneeIJj.

The (S) dialect only has the root form for this word, which apparently no other dialect

has kept:

(276)

(277)

(278)

(279)

(280)

PS *keegIJ

PS *r-n-ees

PS *b-n-ee?

PS *d-a?-n-ee?

PS *k(-ra?-)mee?

"tree"=(S): jkeekj.

"the face"=(W, N): jrniisj, (NW): jrnwwsj, (C, CI ):

jrneesj.

"father (one's own)"=(W, N, NE): jmnii?j, (NW):

jmnww?j, (CW): jmndd?j, (SE): jmni?j, (C, SC): jmnee?j,

(CI ): jmne?j.

"the middle"=(N): jda?nii?j, (S): jtahnii?j.

"beautiful, happy face"=(W, NE): jkra?mii?j, (NW):

jkra?mww?j, (E): jkra?me?j, (C): jkmee?j.

Here also, the existence of the root without the nasal infix reveals the history of

these vowels:

(281 )

(282)

(283)

(284)

PS *reek

PS *rees

PS *(?a-)bee?

PS *-dee?

"to be orphan" (cf. ex. 274)=(N, C, E): jreekJ.

"to be alive, erect" (cr. ex. 277) = (W, C, S): jreesj, (NW):

jrwwsj.

"father" (cf. ex. 278)=(W, N): jbee?j, (C, N): j?abee?j,

(NW) : jbww? j.

"half" (cf~ ex. 279)=(W, C):jdee?j, (SC):jsma?dee?/,

(N): jsmadee?j, (NW): jdww?j, (CW): jddd?j.

In such cases, it is possible to see that certain sound changes happened before (or
after) certain others, by comparing oral and nasalized vowels of the same origin.

* * *

Chronology

By extending the domain of such comparisons, to include, for instance, the history

of consonants, it is possible to reconstruct in great detail the most likely course of events

from the Proto-Semai system to each living dialect. I will not retrace here every

hypothesis and every piece of evidence. These include phonetic, grammatical, and lexi

cal arguments, as well as sociological and geographic considerations, all taken together.
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In this paper, I will simply give the results which I have reached so far.

I) !_~~(l\!~)_di~t}~~_~~

The earliest change which happened in the ancestor of the present (NE) systems was

the diphthongization of PS *00. This left an empty space which was filled by PS *1$tl'

becoming 100/. None of these changes occurred in any other ancestor of present Semai

dialects, and both had to occur before the raising of nasalized vowels.

Another early change was the opening and monophthongization of PS *it}, which

eventually produced ICECEI and lee). This must also have happened before the raising

of nasalized vowels and took place in no other proto-dialect. The most conservative

dialects of the (NE) area, such as (NE1), did not evolve any further, but others turned

It}wl to a monophthong 1t}t}1 and merged it with the reflex of *AA, and others such as

(NEz) merged PS *unu as well into the all-purpose It}t}/.

2) Low insertion vs. insertion dialects

All the other dialects of Semai are distinguished from the (NE) by the following

innovations which probably occurred only once in the proto-system from which they

all descend: *1$1$ merges with *rnrn to Irnrn/, *u merges with *t} to 1t}1 and *a merges

with *J in the environment B - K. After this common stage there was divergence:

oral and nasalized *it} and *ee merged with each other and with *ii and *ee in a variety

of patterns. At the time, the front vowel system (discounting short vowels) probably

was:

*ii

*it} *ee

*ee

In at least one case, (C1), we know that *it} was "inserted" as a long vowel between

*ii and *ee, forcing a phonetic adjustment of *ee to a lower /EE/. This lowering ex

plains why this *ee would have merged with *ee to /eel after Nasals: there is a general

tendency in all languages to have fewer nasal vowels than oral ones; nasalized IEE/
simply continued its lowering movement till it merged with leel, reducing the number

of contrasts among nasalized vowels. This merger of *Nee and *Nee is not restricted

to (C1): it is common to all the (C) and (E) dialects. In the proto-(C)-(E) dialect *ee

and *ee must have been near each other and could not have been separated by another

vowel like the reflex of *it}: the "high-insertion" of *it} between *ii and *ee probably

occurred at that time, or earlier. In fact, there is no argument against placing it at the

proto-stage of the (N), (CW), (NW) and (W) dialects as well. Only the two southern

most dialects: (SC) and (S) cannot be accomodated in this manner: in both, *Nit}

merges with the lower *Nee, and in (S) *Nee merges with *Nii: a "low insertion" of

*it} between *ee and *ee in these dialects seems necessary to avoid a collision of the na-
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salized vowels.

"high insertion"

e. g'. (C) dialect

"low insertion"

e. g. (S) dialect
*..11 *Nii INiil

(*i<l)...-/'
...-/'

*Ni<)

*ee
*Nee

*ee ~
*Nee jNeel

*..11 *Nii INiil
...-/'

*ee *Nee

(*iJ)~
*Nia
~

*ee *Nee jNeej

The difference between "high insertion" and "low insertion" appears to be ancient,

separating the two southernmost dialects from the middle dialects, i.e. all except (NE).

3) Chain Eeacti~~}l1J:!1_~JNW)

A number of phonetic shifts, without mergers, in the (NW), seem to be interrelated.

They are apparently due to the influence of recent Malay borrowings: in several areas,

especially (W), (NW), (W) and parts of (N), Malay is spoken with some fluency by many

Semais. In those dialects, the Malay phonemes jij and juj are pronounced with the pho

netic value they have in Malay, usually [e] and [0], and not merged to the existing Semai

jij and juj as happens in other dialects, e.g. (C). These new sounds, for which there

already exist long Semai counterparts jeej and jooj, now contrast with Semai jij and juj

and have enriched the short vowel system. Following this, in most orthe (NW) and part

of (CW), j,:>j has been pushed down by the new loj to a more open, and centralized

[a]. This in turn pushed lal forward to [re]. However, the same pressure was working

on *r due to the new lej. There was a danger of merging *r: [t] with *a: [re]. The

solution has been to lengthen [re], creating a new long vowel lcere/. A merger of this

new long vowel with the existing laaj was avoided by moving the latter to a back posi

tion: jaaj, for which the short counterpart already existed. Finally, this back jaaj

exerted pressure on 1:>,:>1 which moved up slightly. The chain of events stopped here in

most of these dialects, except in (CW1) where this higher j,:>,:>j merged with the reflexes of

*00. This final merger, mentioned earlier, could only be explained by considering the

total vowel system, the pressures exerted on it at certain points, and the tendency to

match short and long vowels.

1) Proto NW-CW (oral) vowels:

11 illill uu u

(borrowings) ~
ee (e) ~~ ~ 00

V (borrowings)
(0)
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2) movement of a to [re]:

11 1 UUU uu u

ee dd d 00
E 0

ee
el

~~ .

re:;-~
~

a

3) change of re to rere and movement of aa and ee:

.~ aa a

00 0

~~)~merger in (CW l )

11

ee
E

i te
t.

rere

mm uu u

4) Q~~~~!!~h~~~~!~I_

I will now propose a general chronology of vowel innovations in the history of fifteen

Semai dialects since Proto-Semai. The diagram given below is slightly different in

nature from the loosely defined "genetic trees" often used in historical linguistics.

The horizontal dimension represents time; it is oriented (from left to right), and

scalar (the length of the line is roughly proportional to the duration of time). The verti

cal dimension represents systematic innovations; it is neither oriented nor scalar; i.e.

there is no significance attached to an upwards vs. a downwards direction of the line,

and the length of any vertical line is irrelevant; both are determined by graphic con

vemence.

When several innovations are known, but their relative date is not, they are enclosed

together within curly brackets on the same vertical line, pending further clarification.

The points of which the lines are made represent language systems, i.e. dialects.

Every innovation creates a dialect which is different from the non-innovating one;

if the latter survives, a branching appears in the diagram. The binary logic of innova

tion vs. lack of innovation automatically results in binary branching.

Thus, the diagram, by itself, makes no reference to the social groups or individuals

using the various dialects: it only represents linguistic systems. The loosely defined

"genetic trees" have often, and justly, been criticized because in every population there

are usually several dialects in use, and also multidialectal individuals. This is true at

present in all sections of Semai society, was probably true at the time when Proto-Semai

was spoken, and presumably also at every other time in history. But the diagram which

follows is not couched in these terms. I3) For example, the fact that Proto-Semai is repre-

13) In order to take into account bi- (or multi-) dialectal individuals, a true historical socia-linguistic

diagram would have to mention not only the number, but also the identity of individual speakers.
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Relative chronology or Semai vowel innovations 14 ) Dialect

.._------.... NEz

r----'--------.. NE

I:\CC -·eNID
1:'\00 -. (Nmi)

W

(NEE -.lliTI)
lNoo ->(Nuu)

,....--r--'" ,.----.... NW

fid -> rea:

100 -> d~I

EE -> dd
N00->(1'\1)1,l)

Proto-

fNoo->U~

llUm ->w
---,...-----.. OW

00 ->(2)

IL-----'""T'---~!!'!!!!!'~-.N1

{
Nee ->@.ill
Noo ->CRillY

--------...... N

Nee->eNiD

iJ-ec
"high insertion"

{

b'b' -> (mill)

a/B-K->CD
u->®

Semai

ee-EE

id-->EE
"low insertion"

,....-----~-------+0 1

""-....,-----..... 0

'-------.E

Nee-CNiD
01.- .. SE

.-------..... SO
NEE -llili) {Nee -CRci:)

'-------------------.,..----' EE -CIT)

{ftE/ T~-yaa
oo/-O-wail

{

Nee -(NiiJ

Noo-(Nuu)
EE-@

......-----...... s
14) Phonetic symbols written inside a circle indicate a merger; thus, ee->( ii) means: leel changes into liil

and merges with the already existing lii/. The diagram given here does not indicate all phonetic ad

justments, for example those which occurred in (NW) and (\V), but only those which resulted in

mergers, either immediately or at some later time. Mergers are the most useful tool for chronology

because they are irreversible.
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sented by a single point docs not constitute a claim about Semai prehistoric socio-lin

guistics; it simply follows from the defintion of the term "Proto-Semai" =the linguistic

system (dialect) from which a certain number of living (and extinct) dialects descended

through the historical process of systematic transmission and innovation.

Now, we can study Semai history and climb deeper into the past of Mon-Khmer

civilization.
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